
A is for Awesome

Awesome Display
The 6.5″ sAMOLED Infinity O display provides you with uninterrupted 
gaming and scrolling. Thanks to the super smooth 120 Hz refresh 
rate, the new Galaxy A53 5G takes your multimedia experience to a 
whole new level.

Awesome Camera
The new Galaxy A53 5G comes with cameras that inspire. The 64 MP 
main sensor camera with optical image stabilization provides even 
sharper photos and smoother videos. With the ultra-wide camera 
(12 MP), depth sensor camera (5 MP) and macro lens (5 MP), you 
have even more freedom to take breathtaking photos. From wide 
landscape shots to the finest details. Moreover, the high-resolution 
front camera (32 MP) lets you take the best selfies.

Awesome Performance
The 5000 mAh battery lasts all day long, and when it runs low you 
can give it a boost by recharging it in just a few minutes with 25 W 
fast charging. The 128 GB memory and 6 GB RAM ensure smooth 
performance, even with more demanding games. What’s more, the 
Galaxy A53 5G is conveniently water- and dust-resistant (IP67).

The new Galaxy A53 5G offers you an outstanding 
multimedia experience with its crystal clear 120 Hz sAMOLED 
display and versatile cameras. Take beautiful photos 
with the quad camera, or take full advantage of the 
performance to play your favorite game! The 5000 mAh 
battery with Fast Charging technology ensures you’ll have 
sufficient power whatever you are doing – whether it’s 
gaming, photography or simply surfing.

Galaxy A53 5G highlights
 ∙6.5″ sAMOLED Display, 1080 × 2400 FHD+, 120 Hz
 ∙Quad main camera: 64 MP OIS / 12 MP/ 5 MP / 5 MP
 ∙32 MP front camera
 ∙6/8 GB RAM, 128/256 GB memory
 ∙5000 mAh battery with Fast Charging technology
 ∙On-display fingerprint scanner
 ∙Dual SIM + microSD card
 ∙ IP67 Water and dust resistance
 ∙Available colors: Awesome Black, White, Peach or Blue

6.5″ display


